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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
VMware, Inc. is an information technology (IT) company. The Company
is engaged in development and application of virtualization technologies
with x86 server-based computing, separating application software from
the underlying hardware. The Company offers various products, which
allow organizations to manage IT resources across private clouds and
multi-cloud, multi-device environments by leveraging synergies across three product categories:
Software-Defined Data Center (SDDC), Hybrid Cloud Computing and End-User Computing (EUC).
The SDDC is designed to transform and modernize the data center into an on-demand service
that addresses application requirements by abstracting, pooling and automating the services that
are required from the underlying hardware. The Company provides many storage and availability
products to offer data storage and protection options to all applications running on the vSphere
platform. Its wholly owned subsidiary include Pivotal Software Inc.

COMPANY HIGHLIGHTS
InSight thinks VMWare EPS for 2022 will be above $7.00/sh and will rise to above $8 in 2023. As a
whole, VMWare has fantastic margins, and enjoy watching the company bring acquisitions along to
get to those enterprise wide margin levels

● Gross margins are expected to be about 85-86% in FY 22 and FY 23, an improvement from FY2021.
● VMW invests heavily in R&D and SG&A which is a major part of the margin constraint, limiting EBITDA but

restoring long term potential for growth.
● InSight, believes the pandemic improved outlooks for VMW’s subscription & SaaS offerings, this is a part of the

balance sheet we have the highest hopes for. This transition is key to VMW moving the core license revenue
(declining) and into the hosted services.

● InSight’s PT $172, is achieved by using a P/E multiple of 22.2x in FY2023. A multiple that is less than the sector,
a discount we are applying as a result of the acquisition pace and the sluggish pace of brining acquisitions up to
the margins of VMW proper.

● VMW has fantastic cashflow, which we think should fuel acquisitions in the years to come, there are several small
and midcap enterprise security solutions we feel tuck into the VMW vision well. We would like to see a more
aggressive pace of acquisition here, or a share buyback.

●
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SECTOR OVERVIEW
VMWare exists as a predominant aggregator of security and machine learning cyber security solutions; a space we think
that can only get bigger. As more and more workers, and companies embrace a decentralized footprint, the risk for cyber
loss and disruption becomes exponentially greater. VMWare has builts it bones in this group, and continues to be the
predominant aggregator of companies in the space.

IMPACT INSIGHT (ESG)

+A Rating (Par,
Environmentally - VMWare has an agenda to reduce its carbon footprint by 2030. Sourcing carbon offsets and working
with local utilities to procure its needs in an environmentally friendly manner. The plan is reasonable, and on par with the
broader players in the sector. The need for more leadership in this space is certain, but VMware's commitment to making
its own facilities neutral is admirable. In the coming decade we will strack this progress and expect more ambitious
undertakings in the years to come.

Socially - VMWare is a low risk company in the social aspect. It has done everything it can to insulate itself on this issue,
it fosters Women in Tech and several ethnic and cultural diversity programs. Additionally it is a low profile company in the
space, little social change call exists for backend enterprise solutions companies. But there is little to no risk here. New
acquisitions are the largest source of risk in this category.

Governance - There are few redflags here, VMWare avoids much of the antitrust, and social change calls faced by the
rest of broader tech. It manages to grow and acquire companies in a compliant and solvent way. The SEC and DoJ are
the oversight authorities, and we believe the proper due diligence and process has been brought to VMWares balance
sheet and merger agenda. 
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